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You are acclaimed for your large-scale works
made in response to specific locations. With
this in mind can you start by describing your
initial response to the Duveen Galleries?
I was interested in the fact that the Duveens were the first public galleries in
England designed specifically for the display of sculpture. My vision was of the
Duveens littered with the remnants of
a past world. I was drawn to the idea of
concentrating on the post-war era of my
parents and of my childhood, of Britain in
the latter half of the 20th century. My initial thoughts focused on the huge knitting machines worked on by my father.
Along with my grandfather, and initially my mother, they worked in the textile
factories in the East Midlands, witnessing
the industry’s sometimes brutal demise
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through the 1970s and 80s. Elements of
this epoch’s decline, along with aspects
of its socially progressive vision form the
core of my frame of reference as it was
a world into which I was born, and one
that I expected to continue in a linear trajectory. However, the vision of post- war
Britain, its welfare state and its attempts
at social equality seem long gone. What
I see ahead, particularly in the arts, is a
new Victorian era of wealthy patronage
in the wake of state decline, spawning
vanity and inequality. The idea of the Duveens becoming a warehouse to house
idiosyncratic monuments to a historically brief and visionary moment in time
somehow seems strangely apt.

halls for monumental sculpture. Places
where people could come and wonder
at the sheer physicality of sculptural objects. In this sense I imagined the work in
much the same way as objects are presented in the cast room at the Victoria
and Albert Museum or the lower galleries of the British Museum. Places where
eclectic, ethnographic collections are laid
out allowing the visitor to navigate and
decipher. I wanted to explore the shift of
scale that is found in such places – spaces
full of artefacts – to create a scene similar
to that of an archeological site.
Were there other considerations?
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Yes. The extension was funded in 1937 by
Lord Duveen who had made his fortune by
selling works of art to industrialists.

Underpinning this I was interested in how
Britain and its empire historically came
to be in such a position of power – that
its situation was bound up with industrial prowess, particularly throughout the
19th century and the beginning of the
20th century. I was interested in how an

exhibition space used for the display of
sculpture could be linked to the imperial and political status of Britain through
the very materiality of the sculpture that it
displays. These artefacts are not from the
extensive British empire or from British
foreign interests or colonial excursions,
but they are the last remaining vestiges
of what made these grand museums
possible – industry. What I have accumulated here are the ends of an era, the
cannibalising of all we have left – a sort
of self-consumption, an eating away of
ourselves. This idea of buying back of machinery from the latter part of our industrial era seems quite sad but also quite
pertinent.
Your idea for this show is somewhere between that of a sculpture court and a grand
warehouse of architectural salvage. Can you
tell us about the title, ‘The Asset Strippers’?
This title has a direct relationship to the
process I have gone through to make the
work, and I was worried that the process
could have gone unnoticed if it were not
suggested somehow. In focusing on the
manufacturing industry, it seemed particularly pointed that I should access the
industrial material through the era that
has superseded it – that of digital technology. That is why I used the online auctions of asset strippers and company
liquidators to amass the objects. It also
provided a fatalistic structure through
which to select the works – the auctions
in the months preceding the opening
have acted like an ocean laying out options like beach debris. However, the title
also suggests a narrative potential like a
Harold Pinter play – The Caretaker or The
Birthday Party, for example, a kitchen sink
drama or piece of social realism tinged
with the absurd.

Does this represent a change in your
practice?
Of late my work has shifted its focus from
large architectural constructions that immerse the viewer in an alternate reality that all but renders the buildings they
are in invisible, to a more sculptural emphasis. What I’ve made for the Duveens is
in many ways quite traditional as it deals
with material very much as sculpture –
the symbiotic relationship of machine to
sculpture and back again seems very evident when you view these objects together or in close proximity. It brings to mind a
lineage of sculpture through the twentieth
century that was both made possible by
machinery and whose influence was twoway, industry feeding art, art feeding industry. I’m interested in the way objects

can be what they purport to be but also
shift back into just being the very matter
from where they came, or what they are
made from. Somewhere in between these
two states they can also start to resemble
things outside of themselves.
However, ultimately my work has
always focused on humanity and I think
this is what has drawn me to these
objects as most bear the traces of those
who used them, and in that way they
are both anthropomorphic but also descriptive of the people with whom they
were paired.
This exhibition has similar qualities to a work
you made in 1997 titled ‘Lionheart’.
Yes, Lionheart has quite a strong relationship to this work in that it was made at
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So, are we right in thinking that this careful selection of objects is reflective of Britain’s shift from manufacturing to a service
industry?
To some degree, but I’ve also focused on
agriculture and infrastructure as well –
haulage or the telephone system for example. Other material, such as the woodwork, has been stripped out of a former
army barracks in Shrewsbury, while the
graffitied steel sheeting was used to cover up the windows of a ‘re-developed’
housing estate in South London, some of
the doors are from a hospital in Bolsover
Street, London… so the National Health
Service, public housing and the Ministry
of Defence are also present in a material way, conjuring the memory of the welfare state that has been in decline since
the 1980s.
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I felt that these galleries should somehow
be returned to what they once had been,

Preparatory sketch of the Duveen Galleries, Mike Nelson, 2018

a particularly pivotal moment in British
history – the end of Conservative rule and
the birth of new Labour, coinciding with
the death of Diana and a crisis of monarchy in the face of an ever-expanding Europe after the fall of the Soviet Union.
Lionheart was named after the first imperialist king of England – the first ruler to
truly focus on foreign exploits whilst neglecting his subjects at home. The work
was originally made for the Galerie im
Künstlerhaus, Bremen, in northern Germany and was constructed from material painstakingly collected and assembled
from markets and car boot sales to create a fictional drifter’s camp. In Bremen I
saw that the markets were run almost exclusively by those from the former Eastern Bloc. Old medals and Soviet militaria,
strange animal skins and archaic technology proliferated in the cultural detritus
from the backs of over-filled vans.
It felt like the old Eastern trade routes
and their markets which had been
dormant were being reopened after the
fall of Communism, some of which were
heading towards Britain, a country on
the cusp of change. At the time the British markets were populated by an emergent underclass mixing with the recent
immigrants from a colonial past, picking
through the remnants of their own histories. This was a crossroads of sorts between the empire of the past and an ever-expanding Europe. Like Lionheart, The
Asset Strippers is very much about Britain
at a certain point in time. I don’t want to
make a work that’s purely about the current political situation, but you can’t help
but reflect it to some degree. It’s a particularly strange time because obviously
the show is opening ten days before Britain is meant to be leaving Europe.
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Mike Nelson (born Loughborough, 1967)
lives and works in London. He constructs
large-scale, site-specific sculptural environments that often arise from a period
of living and working in a particular location. His works fuse literary, filmic, sociopolitical and cultural references to create
carefully orchestrated tableaux. Nelson
represented Britain at the Venice Biennale in 2011 and was nominated for the
Turner Prize in 2001 and 2007.
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The Asset Strippers has been created for
the annual Tate Britain Commission which
offers an artist the opportunity to create
a new artwork in response to the Duveen
Galleries.
Mike Nelson has transformed the heart
of Tate Britain into somewhere between
a sculpture court and an asset stripper’s
warehouse. After scouring online auctions
of company liquidators, he has carefully
selected objects from post-war Britain.
Nelson has been inspired by the Duveen
Galleries’ origins in 1937 as the first purpose-built sculpture galleries in England,
turning them into a warehouse of monuments to a lost era.
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